
DESCRIBE HOW YOU ACT IN CLASS

Some students find themselves constantly in trouble at school. Learning requires behavior that lets you fully participate
in the lesson, and allow other students to do work as well. If you want to behave better in class, the first place to look for
help is your teacher.

Nonverbal Intervention is when teachers establish eye contact or make gestures that let students know they are
off-task, not paying attention, or misbehaving. Avoid teacher-talk. The technique is intended to establish a
group culture in which learning accomplishments and positive actions are socially valued and rewarded.
Preparing materials well before the conference will make you feel more at ease when families show up at your
classroom door. To use rewards to inform students about their behavior, teachers must emphasize the value of
the behavior that is rewarded and also explain to students the specific skills they demonstrated to earn the
reward. In addition to progress reports, you may want to set aside separate conference folders with three to
five student documents that support grades and progress, as well as any test results that are available. If you
follow this advice, your students will thank you. Keep rules simple. It is still advocated in some contexts by
religious leaders such as James Dobson , but his views "diverge sharply from those recommended by
contemporary mainstream experts" and are not based on empirical testing, but rather are a reflection of his
faith-based beliefs. Preventive techniques also involve the strategic use of praise and rewards to inform
students about their behavior rather than as a means of controlling student behavior. Teachers should also
encourage student collaboration in selecting rewards and defining appropriate behaviors that earn rewards.
Stay professional, help students with schoolwork, listen to them, talk about their lives, but remember who you
are. So As educators, we have daily opportunities to help students grow confidence and feel good about
themselves. Treat students with the same respect you expect from them; keep confidences. Rather than a
consequence, the group should decide how to fix the problem through either class discussion, peer mediation,
counseling, or by one on one conversations leading to a solution to the situation. Don't ignore your student, if
you see he is not interested in your subject, or he doesn't understand anything. Instead of allowing this to
happen, it is often better to simply try a new approach. One way of involving the students and in turn making
them feel heard in the decision making of the class is by asking what topics they would find most intriguing in
learning based on a guided rubric. Although its effectiveness was never proven, the punishment was very
disproportionately met. You know, how difficult it will be for them to learn further, if they don't get the basis.
Make sure you're familiar with your school's or school district's protocols on progress reports or report cards,
grading policies, and any other student assessment tools. Learn the meaning of terms, especially slang, used by
students. Maintaining Classroom Discipline Promoting Good Methods of Classroom Discipline Helping
students to govern their own behavior in ways that help them learn is a longstanding goal of all teachers. Be
sure to communicate the importance of attending conferences at back-to-school night and other parent forums,
and let parents know that they are a critical part of their child's instructional team. This technique helps to
maximize instructional time by reducing the disarray and delay that might accompany transitions between
activities. If you suspect a student may have a learning disability , however, you don't need to say that
specifically. School staff who support your students' learning may attend the conference, too. As you move
through the conference, the report card or progress report can be a springboard for discussion and help guide
you through the meeting. Now that you know a little more about your students, use that information to make
instructional decisions that will help your students achieve and grow in the classroom. Teachers need to learn
to be flexible. Academic learning time[ edit ] Academic learning time occurs when students 1 participate
actively and 2 are successful in learning activities. Students believe that the best teacher is able to teach in a
big variety of ways : use books, videos, music, presentations, speeches, and everything that can be interesting
for your students to accept you know them better, so, you will definitely come up with good ideas. Teachers
need to understand that they need to be able to change the ways they do things from year to year, as the
children change. Conversely, there is little research on CRCM, despite the fact that teachers who lack cultural
competence often experience problems in this area.


